
What are we learning?

L.O. To understand and summarise our new story. 

How?

By creating a story mountain and retelling the story verbally. 

Learning habits:

Discipline. 
Curiosity. 



This is our new story: recall

• Let’s recall what’s happened by reading
it once more. 

• Use the slides from yesterday to recall
the story. 



Lets recall the story

1. Mr Johnson has planted a turnip seed. 
2. It has grown ENORMOUS!
3. He tries to pull it but he can’t. 
4. His wife tries to help but they still can’t pull it up. 
5. Their children try to help but they still can’t pull it up.
6. They asked for the dog to help but they still can’t pull it. 
7. They asked for the cat to help but still can’t pull it.
8. They asked the mouse to help and POP, it came out!
9. They cooked the turnip and all ate it together. 



Now we’re going to recall the main parts for a story 
mountain. 
Use the previous slide to identify the main parts for the 
mountain.



Does yours look similar to mine?

Mr Johnson planted a small turnip seed.

Overnight, it grew enormous!

It was too big and Mr and Mrs Johnson
could not pull it out of the ground.

The children, the dog, the cat and the
mouse all helped to pull until finally
it popped out of the ground. 

They all cooked and ate the yummy
turnip. 



Now use your story mountain to retell the story. Can you 
film yourself retelling it?

Mr Johnson planted a small turnip seed.

Overnight, it grew enormous!

It was too big and Mr and Mrs Johnson
could not pull it out of the ground.

The children, the dog, the cat and the
mouse all helped to pull until finally
it popped out of the ground. 

They all cooked and ate the yummy
turnip. 


